16 WAYS YOU CAN TAKE ACTION AGAINST GENDER-BASED VIOLENCE

**IN YOUR PERSONAL LIFE**
1. **SPEAK OUT!** Challenge discrimination and violence.
2. **LISTEN TO THE VOICES OF GIRLS AND WOMEN** and learn from their experiences.
3. **EDUCATE young people on the importance of healthy relationships.**
4. **WORK WITH MEN AND BOYS TO PREVENT VIOLENCE AGAINST GIRLS AND WOMEN.**
5. **MODEL RESPECTFUL AND EQUAL RELATIONSHIPS.**
6. **START AN ANTI-VIOLENCE CLUB OR GROUP IN YOUR SCHOOL.**
7. **SPEAK OUT TO ENSURE GIRLS ARE TREATED EQUALLY IN YOUR SCHOOL, COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY.**
8. **DEMAND FOR EDUCATION ON HEALTHY RELATIONSHIPS TO BE PART OF YOUR SCHOOL CURRICULUM.**
9. **RAISE AWARENESS TO STOP VIOLENCE AGAINST GIRLS AND WOMEN.**
10. **HELP SURVIVORS OF GENDER-BASED VIOLENCE STAY SAFE BY ESTABLISHING OR SUPPORTING LOCAL SERVICES.**
11. **BUILD A COALITION! ENGAGE WITH COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS, BUSINESSES AND OTHER STAKEHOLDERS.**
12. **DONATE TO WAGGS’ STOP THE VIOLENCE FUND OR ANOTHER ORGANIZATION IN YOUR COMMUNITY.**
13. **CAMPAIGN FOR CHANGE.**
14. **INFLUENCE DECISION MAKERS.**
15. **PROVIDE SOLUTIONS.**
16. **SHARE YOUR WORK. SPREAD THE WORD.**

**HANDBOOK FOR GROUP LEADERS**
A non-formal education programme for children and youth to help stop violence against girls and young women.

Part of the World Association of Girl Guides and Girl Scouts’ “Stop the violence – speak out for girls’ rights” campaign.

@www.stoptheviolencampaign.com
@waggs_world
#16ways in #16days